
DRAGON CODES 
 
 
Ability to effect change 3651808 
 
Access the totality of the sovereign master within you as a unified field of magnetic light that 
can command heavenly realities to appear on earth 68240719 
 
Absolute alignment and service to Divine Love 76284126 
 
Accelerate collective awakening accelerate collective awakening   84966946 
 
The company of other self-realized masters who are divinely aligned to author miracles with 
you   83564176 
 
Broadcast messages to large populations etherically  74883673 
 
Clear non beneficial beliefs 9143451 
 
Clear obstacles 9728042 
 
Courage 609087460 
 
Divine birther of new realities 9584002 
 
Download Divine solutions that far surpass the world's belief systems 9485252 
 
Effect revolutionary changes in humanity's quantum field 82101474 
 
Embody unconditional Divine Love 68576606 
 
Gestate your dreams and birth new realities  
 
Golden age reality 3648594 
 
Harness the passion of what you feel as fuel for a spiritual revolution 70751868 
 
Invert humanity's focus on suffering 3644758 
 
Invert and transmute the fear-based belief systems that control humanity’s collective 
consciousness.  81282252 
 
Lead as a beacon of attunement for others 88307766 
 



Magnetize people, places, events, resources, and synchronistic opportunities with lightning 
speed that are mutually beneficial for completing creations of Divine purpose 78264390 
 
Merkabah  86685407 
 
Miraculous healing 850032 
 
Orchestrate Divine intervention 80063963 
 
Override viral programming 
 
Self-activate every superpower of the  human body 72277564 
 
Wayshower for many 9353152 

 
Birth and nurture a new reality 

 
The visions within you matter 

 
The reactive behavior of victimhood  

 
End focus on suffering 

 
Radical wisdom 
 
Abundant resources to serve the greatest good through the one law of divine love. 

 
Spiritual motherboard designed to continually manifest you in the right place, at the right 
time.  

 
Magnetize people, places, events, resources, and synchronistic opportunities with lightning 
speed that are mutually beneficial for completing creations of Divine purpose 

 
Filter out unnecessary empathic or telepathic influences 
 
ilter out toxic physical pollutants and psychic warfare so that it never reaches the human 
body 
 
Transmute environmental pollutions to neutral or even positive elements that gave back to 
the environment 
 
Blessings that span generations  

 


